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ACQUISITION OF PETTY TRADING
Notion: There are bundles of petty trading you can start. The essence of this
petty trading is to keep you striving and understanding the practical aspect of
business while taking into consideration smaller profit you earn. Petty trading
could be in form of kiosk where you can sell soaps, matches oil, Garri etc.
Women also, can take this advantage to start this type of business and call
customers' attention to patronize. The business could be started with small
capital and can rapidly grow with good demand. Due to the small capital nature
of the business foreign competitor products can pose dangerous competitive
disadvantages to local ones. A minimum capital of N120.000 and above can be
managed to start the business.
ACQUISITION OF PHONE ACCESSORIES
Notion: Phones are everywhere and it is a product that almost everyone is using
daily. One can create a unique business idea out of phone industry, for example
you can start merchandising phone accessories using local means different from
what is obtained in the market. Most of the accessories are imported then why
can't we start using light robbers, polythene bags to produce unique and local
phone accessories. That is to say one can take the common business of phone
accessories and add value to it by merchandising locally then turn your
competitors to your customers.
The number of players in the business are in millions hence, when you start
retailing for them, you will have a fantastic market thereby making huge money.
Too much credit without Analyiss on profitability and repayment Schedule can
erode your business existence. One can start with a capital of 2 million Risk:
Naira and above.
ACQUISITION OF HOW TO MERCHANDISING BUSINESS
The world of merchandising is limitless even though the trade is one of the
most accessible to the common people. Merchandising involves completing the
commerce cycle by moving goods from their manufacturers through various
middles-persons to the end users. In practice, the closer your entity is to the
manufacture, the more leverage and financial reward you many expect. One may
decide to be specific/target merchandiser by always approaching manufacturers
for a deal to serve as one of its core distributors/agents.
As this market is generally congested and having lower margins by the day,
success factors may include one's ability to mobilize a large number of
continuous customers (clients) that can buy him/her better negotiation position
with the manufacturer/sole distributors.

SKILL ACQUISITION OF COMPUTER NETWORKING
Computer networking is an act of getting set of computers connected
together for the purpose of sharing resources, usually via internet or local area
network and printers. Usually organizations that need faster communication or
uses software be or share report, they must software be or (wired or wireless
network). A networker is a person who undergoes rigorous learning stages and
acquires practical knowledge of networking computers using wire or wireless.
The business has ample benefit which includes wide profit margin and quick
return on investment. change in technology can easily cause serious financial
and market injury to the business. Even though the business is not dependent on
monetary contribution to start, but you need at least a minimum capital of
N250,000 to acquire tools and software as well as other require gadgets, register
with CAC and pay for office rent.
ACQUISITION OF CYBER CAFÉ SERVICES
Notion: This business entails a shop where people such as businessmen, students
and women within the neighborhood can access internet facilities- apply for jobs,
do exams, download documents and form, send emails etc. at a fee Cyber Café
charge lowly service fee plus charges for additional services such as printing,
photocopying, binding etc. For you to set up this business, you need to acquire
computer with good antivirus, network your computer, printers, appoint an
admin to run the activities and have a powerful and speeding internet connection.
The business has ample benefit which include wide profit margin and quick
return on investment. Change in technology can easily cause serious financial
and market injury to the business. A minimum capital of N1.5 million is required
to cater for the acquisition of equipment, furniture, machinery, computers and
connection of internet, etc.
SKILL ACQUISITION OF WEBSITE DESIGN
Notion: Website design is a professionally based business which encompasses
many different skills and discipline in its production and maintenance. It
includes web graphic design, interface design, authorizing including standardize
code and proprietary software, user experience design and search engine
optimization. Website designer is expected to have an awareness of usability and
ability of creating and updating the website with web accessibility guideline.
Website design could either be static or dynamic and should involve designing
home page, quality code, motion graphics, typography page layout etc. Web
design is extremely viable and lucrative business to depend on. All you need is to
acquire the skill and become an expert in it. Hacking and cracking are two major
risks attached to web design. It requires your intellectual property and other tools,
gadgets as well as designing requirements. A minimum capital of N250,000N500,000 is required to cater for the design, hosting, etc.
SKILL ACQUISITION OF BLOGGING

Notion: The idea is very simple and lucrative. It entails establishing network
through continuous increase in visitors to your blog. This is a business for those
who can read and write and at the same time having fashion of financial freedom,
through blogging you can make fortune by monetizing your blog, you can sell
affiliate products or market your own information resources on your blog.
Remember this business is perfectly working by an increase number of
people/visitors into your network. Blogging works through a hosted platform
although there are free hosted platforms but it is always advisable to go for self
hosted platforms if you are really serious about it. Extremely potential and
marketableThe major risk attached to the business is proper information
management, because it involves disseminating information thus, a blogger has
to be careful of reliable and authentic information before releasing it on blog. It
requires little or no capital start only your ability to read and write and manage
computer or browse is your main capital requirement. Nonetheless, you need at
least capital like N250,000 to do your company registration and equipment.
ACQUISITION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY BUSINESSES
Businesses in the information technology industry are so popular and prominent
in today's world of electronic communications breakthrough. The size of this
market is on the increase locally and globally and still has enough space for new
innovations. Participants may choose to provide core products and services, and
may invest in providing only auxiliary/support services. In whichever case, an
entrepreneur needs to acquire a certain level advantageously in the market. As a
good number of SMES are everywhere in this industry, one has to be actively
innovative and have the capability of promptly resolving customer needs/issues
to successfully remain profitable in the market.
PROCEDURE AND ACQUISITION OF DATA/STATISTIC
CONSULTANT
Notion: Data and information are most scientific resell as problem pave way to
development and success as well as problem solution in every aspects of life.
Without genuine data decisions cannot be made appropriately. Most activities,
such as business activities, developmental activities, social activities etc depends
heavily on raw data such as demographic data, psychographic data, financial
data, quantitative and qualitative data for information to be gathered and useful.
Statistics of such data/information could not be obtainable especially on issues
regarding raw material usage, financial issues as well as peoples view and
attitude towards a given sector/item/product.
Data/statistic consultancy is a high business that needs players in our territory.
So many decisions are made with no regards to genuine source of data/and
statistical information and guides. Therefore to emerge as a consultant of such
business will be marketable, profitable and helpful. Data gathering and obtaining
genuine data as well as baking up your stuff, will be quite challenging. it requires
intellectual property.

AQUISITION OF RENT AND ESTATE VALUER, SURVEYOR
Notion: An estate value/surveyor a person who is Professionally allowed to carry
on a survey on a property and value it accordingly. He is experienced person who
objectively give a report on the value of a property landed or otherwise based on
his knowledge skills, expertise on location, depreciation, appreciation, possible
developments, threats etc that is attached to a given location/property which
make it to be marketable and valuable. The idea is extremely rewarding due to
large number of property transactions that are in the market. operational risk is
also attached to the idea. Financial risk may also be attached because there may
be lose of funds without recouping it in good time. the business requires
professional input, CAC registration, office and office requirements as well as
field equipment’ s. It estimated to start up with a minimum of N 500, 000above.
ACQUISITION OF MARKETING RESEARCH CONSULTANT
Notion: The idea entails conducting a comprehensive, we designed, and unique
reports on a specific industry or product. The consultant must use real data to
convince clients that his result are genuine and can be relied on. Marketing
research can be done when a company wants to start a new product line, or want
to expand its scope or penetrate a given territory or wish to know the problem
regarding its product or services. It is an objective way of decision making
process. It is very unique, marketable and profitable as well. Mainly operational
and unavoidable risk are attached. Sometimes for you to discover the reality you
must undergo a lot of sufferings and threats. Registration with CAC as well as
office equipment are needed. It requires at least N300,000 - 1million to start the
business.
ACQUISITION OF FINANCIAL ANALYST
Notion: Financial analyst is a person who is registered with financial
associations and is licensed to practice as a financial consultant. He/she must
be a person with unique financial knowledge and problem solving techniques.
He/she render services like personal finance, corporate finance, credit
management, retirement plan portfolio management, financial partnerships,
investment analysis. The idea is unique and very marketable, because every
company or investor must request for the services for him to sustain his
investment.It is also less risky but attached with operational risk which requires
of quality control at all time. The idea requires no capital, only professional
expertise, personal development, and some equipment like computer is needed
to kick start. You therefore need N200,000 to do so.
JURISPRUDENCE AND LEGAL SERVICES
Notion: Legal service is entirely professional, regulated and experienced way of
rendering legal advice, filing and defending of law suits by a legal practitioner
who is allowed by law to practice. The idea is extremely viable and potential,

because it entails rendering unique services that people can dare not to do for
themselves. So people, often became obedient and respectful to the services. The
idea also attracts a lot of challenges, - financially, operationally and socially. So
many threats are attached to the idea especially if the practitioner contravenes
ethical principles. For startup and in accordance with the ethics there must be
registration with CAC and obtainance of professional license and other
requirement. 1It is expected to start with N500,000 and above.
ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILL AND BUSINESS CONSULTANCY
Notion: Business consultant is a person who actively engaged in solving SMEs
business problems. He/she also helps in ensuring a very good start up of business.
Business consultant delivers services like feasibility study, business plan, risk
management, corporate training on business development, idea creation, idea
refurbishing as well as any other thing that help in upgrading business. The idea
would be marketable especially in an area where there is good awareness of
formal business activity. It is less risky but not without its operational or market
risk. So a business consultant must be able to convince people to understand his
services. As a business consultant you must invest in a continuous research and
development. The business requires no or little capital, only skills, expertise and
professional knowledge is required at the start.
ACQUISITION OF ACCOUNTING SERVICES
Notion: Accounting services are provided by professional accountants - those
who are certified to render accounting services. The idea entails provision of
accounting services such as fixing internal control system, books, and records,
accounting procedures, accounting policies, computerizing accounting system
etc. It also comprises of solving accounting problems, financial account, costing
or training account staff. The idea is extremely welcomed in every society
because so many companies fail or end up in financial problem due to lack of
advisers in accounting. The accountant can start the idea as a part time and
switch to full time business activity if he confirms the viability and prospects of
the business. It is less risky. Nevertheless, there is operational risk attached i.e.
possibility of rejection of clients if there is no qualitative services. The business
requires very small capital that can buy a laptop, and some other gadget for
startup. It only requires skills, expertise, professionalism and dedication.
Therefore N200,000 can solve the problem.
ACQUISITION OF BOOK EDITING SERVICES
Notion: Book editing services requires professional competences in languages
and writing kills. Book editing is a service of those who are capable to handle
dynamism attached to error detection and procedure compliance. Book editor
requires only some equipment to render his work successfully. Equipment such
as computers, printers etc are needed. The idea can help other people to achieve
their goals. it is therefore marketable and most importantly profitable. Less risky
couple with serious challenge. It requires no capital only a computer and

expertise can help you start your business. A minimum of N250,000 is also
needed for acquisition of computers and other equipment.

ACQUISITION OF GEOLOGICAL SERVICES
Notion: Geological surveyor is a person who undertakes a systematic
examination of the possible outcomes of given resources beneath a given piece
of ground for the purpose of establishing commercial viability of those particular
resources. Geological services entail borehole survey, oil Survey gold survey,
rock type survey, etc. Geophysical and geological surveys are also closely
related fields that offer investigative services so as to avoid making decisions of
huge investment on blind assumption if you want to be self reliant you can
choose to read these fields and plan your future. It provides self reliance and
benefits your society while making good earning. It takes personal sacrifices to
establish the business up to a reliable level. Financial constraints are therefore
involved. Professional input is mainly required here. Notwithstanding you
require Some money for office accommodation, business registration. Furniture
and equipment and the like. A minimum of N1.5million can help out.
ENTREPRENEURIAL ACQUISITION OF WRITING BUSINESS PLAN
Notion: A lot of businesses and Companies are desperately in need of this
services as such one can pick a business niche by investing a talent into it. The
idea about conducting business research on behalf of the client for monetary
consideration. It is simple and money making business however, one can make
as much money as possible even though it depends wholly on the number of
client you are able to get into your network. Business plan is a research or
information gathering about a proposed business/expansion so as to have a clear
direction. The business will serve as a hub of employment generation and wealth
creation. The business is seriously faced with competition and dynamic
approaches. Moreover, compromise in quality can degrade the positioning in the
customers' minds. The business requires no much capital other than some money
for CAC registration and acquisition of computers, as well as office rental and
furnishing. Therefore a minimum capital of N200,000 could serve the startup
need.
ACQUISITION OF BUSINESS SCHOOL
Notion: Business nowadays is highly needed due to emergence of entrepreneur
development. Business school idea involve a comprehensive learning package
that offer so many businesses entrepreneurship, leadership marketing, finance,
and marketing courses for students, small and medium scale entrepreneur.
In Nigeria, business is enormously needed in order to boost leadership and
business awareness within our societies. The idea is very profitable and serves as
a linkage to other businesses. Lack of qualified teachers can seriously affect the
value of knowledge and can cause customers' disloyalty. A minimum capital of

N2.5m N5m can serve as a capital to run the startup of such business depending
on the location and economic condition.
ACQUISITION OF SOFTWARE TRAINING CENTRE
Notion: Software normally used to be developed to serve different industries,
project and purposes. There are several customize software to serve different
purposes such as statistic software, accounting software, financial software,
medical diagnosis software etc.
You may wish to start a training centre of particular software which you are
expert on, and which you confirm its viability Example. accounting software
such as quick book, Peachtree, tally, MYOB etc. The idea is marketable and has
higher return on investment. It also enables people and business to solve
problems easily. Continuous updates are needed otherwise you will be outdate in
the industry. To venture into these businesses you need to be well equipped with
expertise, equipment, software and updates, as well as location and furnishing. A
minimum of N1.5m 3million can start the venture
ACQUISITION OF FASHION DESIGN LEARNING SCHOOL
Notion: Fashion design is ranked as one of the most marketable, profitable and
reliable business in the world that facilitate/encourage self-reliance and
creativity. Most people who excel in the industry and are creative people with
good vision, so many people need to venture into fashion and design but the
main question is who will coach them well. So if you think you can train people
pretty well on fashion and design, the idea is here for you. But make sure your
school embarks on high creativity ideas. Societal benefits as well as good
business reputation are attached to the establishment of the centre. It is mostly
affected by technical improvements and competition. A capital of N1.5m -3m is
required to cater for rent, furnishing, leaning materials, works equipment and
other startup cost.
ACQUISITION OF GENERAL SERVICES BUSINESS
The general services industry covers a number of businesses cutting across
almost all sectors of the economy. For a good number of start-up, starting with
the provision of services saves the day. Historically, a good number of
entrepreneurs started with the provision of services so as to raise the needed
capital for their dream products.
In the services industry, there exist a good number of business options that need
less financial capital and in most cases relying heavily on intellectual capital of
the owners and managers. This is why fresh university graduates will find it a lot
much easier to Start businesses in this category. Key driver of success in the
service industry is the ability to provide the required services with consistency of
standard/quality and networking capability of the entrepreneur.
ACQUISITION OF MULTI-LEVEL-MARKETING

Notion: Multi level marketing (MLM) is considered as one of the most fastest
growing and thriving business in the world. Multi level marketing entails a
strategy that companies use to boost sales by encouraging existing distributors to
recruit additional distributors for a fee.
The distributors are categorized as up line and down lines. Direct sales
companies have different multi level marketing strategies. Products and services
are patronized at every stage, day, time, and locations in order to meet up with
the incentives promised by the company.
Usually financial and nonfinancial benefits such as car award, electronic award,
loan, free trips and houses are used as incentives for the patronage. Multi-level
marketing companies get their reward by changing other people's lives positively.
The more distributors gain the better the company gain most. Is attached with
people involvement which can cause too much overstatement that mislead users.
this action usually affects the business. Depending on the type of company,
demography and other issues to look at, the MLM strategy can be applied with a
minimum cost of N10milion and above to cater for software, MLM chart of
remuneration, marketing plan document and trips.
ACQUISITION OF WAREHOUSING AND STORAGE COMMODITY
Notion: This idea covers the ability of a company to provide authentic storage
facility to customers. The storage warehouse can be built for grains, food, raw
material, industrial raw material chemicals, etc.
Warehousing requires initial structure and simple management. It is a very good
source of generating revenue and keeping money to work for you, instead of idle
cash. Very potential especially in an area where industrial, commercial and
agricultural activities are taking place. Warehouse can depreciate over time and
attract no customers if it becomes a hub for rats and dirt’ s. A minimum capital
of N2-10 million is needed to develop and equip a warehouse for better usage.
ACQUISITION OF DISTRIBUTORSHIP
Notion: Many people complain of getting startup capital when they want to
embark on a venture. Now here is an absolute treatment for the Constraint of
startup capital. The simplest way this can work is by Creating a wide network
and platform where you can advertise different kind of products. Thus, you can
become a distributor for many companies without involving a penny from your
pocket because you are able to establish a sound platform for marketing, hence
many Companies will be supplying their product through your network and as
Such you can be generating cool money. This is a short term money making
business; one can be rich and richer because you are into daily money making
transactions. Lack of good management system can ruin the entire investment.
One can start with absolutely zero (0) capital but one need to start up with some
money for your betterment.
ACQUSITION OF SHOE MAKING FOR CHILDREN

Notion: Shoes are essential item demanded by different demography of
individuals ranging from adults to kids, from male to female from. wealthy to
poor people. Shoes are made from leather materials with the aid of equipment
and machinery such as cutting machine, skiving machines, starching machine
and gums etc. Shoes undergo process such as designing, cutting and sizing.
sewing and gumming, coupling parts, polishing and finishing. For packing a
nitch, baby shoes can be of great potentials. Shoe making is seen to be very
marketable due to its ever increasing demand by the target users. Mostly
financial constraint as well as competition with foreign products affects the local
shoe makers. For shoe makers to start up with modern machinery it requires a
minimum of N1.5million N5million to cater for machinery and material
acquisition.
ACQUISTION OF BUSINESS LINKER
Notion: This business idea entails the use of your social network/linkages to join
two parties together for business purpose. The linker acts as intermediary
between the buyer and the seller or service provider. In return the linker asks for
a percentage out of the transaction by signing an M.O.U. between him and either
of the parties. The business idea is very rewarding because you only have to
convert your personal relationship property into business relation and get reward
out of it. So the more you are connected and trusted by people, the more likely
you get prospect and get rewarded. Probability of betrayal and losing the whole
or part of your reward. If you are not smart to draft an M.O.U or you start the
business without mentioning that you would be rewarded. The business require
almost zero monetary capital. All needed is your personal relation as your
goodwill/capital. But you need at least N50,000 for the registration of the
company.
ACQUISITION OF MODERN WASTE PACKING
Notion: Normally waste dumping centres are often located a bit far from
residential areas and most home owners do not like to take waste to those centres
themselves, they prefer engaging someone to do it for them. One can take this
opportunity as his business where you can have house clusters and be providing
this service for them.
This idea is very good because it will help in making lives better, you can earn a
living and create jobs for others. Major equipment’ s are drums safety kits and a
van. You can even start with a wheel barrow. It is worth doing because it is a
business that you can start with no capital and later expand to make as much
money as one can never magine.The risk has to do with the hygiene. N20,000 above would be sufficient enough to start making money in this business.
ACQUISTION OF DESIGNER PRINTING PAPERS
Notion: Printing papers should not always be white but much more technology
can be applied to the process so as to make well designed and classic papers of
different size especially A4, letter and A3 sizes for official proposals and classic

reports. To engage in the production of designer printing papers, you need to
convert raw materials into finished products. The product are unique and attracts
special market and customer loyalty. Rapid change in technology, serious market
competition and inflation could lead to rise in prices of the products which
reduce market for it. A Capital requirement of 1- 5 million is expected to be
raised for trading and making such products at small scale level.
ACQUISITION OF BUSINESS NAME CREATOR
Notion: The idea entails the ability of a professional to create a very impressive
and well acceptable name to a business. The idea need somebody who is neutral,
optimist, pro-planner, business oriented.Very potential as so many people strive
to open a company but fail when they give it a bad name. So people will be
happy and pay when you are able to create beautiful name for their newly
registered companies. People are so selfish that when you render the services
without been committed to pay, they may decide to pay less. Nil capital
requirement. Only an ability to professionally offer the service is required. A
minimum of N50,000 is needed for registering the business with CAC
ACQUISITION OF BUYING AND SELLING BUSINESS IDEAA
Notion: if you are so smart, creative, and innovative you can engage in sourcing
or buying a interactive business idea, then panel beating the idea by adding
unique and rewarding points to it nursing it to some extent, testing its reliability
and then offer it for sales to potential buyers. the idea can generate ample income
and can be a relief as a major source or additional sources of income. So many
people may want their idea to be pass worded which is the major issue that can
degrade your business. You only need to register your company, obtain skill,
experience and expertise then sink in your intellectual property. You can require
a minimum capital of N300.000 to register hire an office and equip it.
ACQUISITION OF MAIL DELIVERY SERVICES
Notion: This idea covers the collection of mails and other materials from sender
to deliver to another person called a receiver. The mails can be received and
delivered from different states, LGAs, countries, continents etc. the business can
be started by focusing on local territories i.e. inter states or country services. It
requires the use of automobile and good system of collection and delivery. It is
very potential due to the high demand for such services. Handling mails is very
sensitive and any loss or delay can cause serious damage to the company. The
business needs to be well equipped, well registered and the staff should also be
well trained. For this setup the be expected startup capital for micro delivery
services will be will N1.5million-N2million to cater for automobiles, and other
tracking tools as well as working capital.
ACQUISITION OF BEAUTY SALOON/MAKEUP STUDION
Notion: The idea entails an activities of facial and body treatment for

beautification and skin care. It composed of using special costume materials
such as brushes, foundations, concealers e.t.c. Beauty Saloon is highly needed
by women for good appearance in occasions and festivals.It is a very lucrative
idea for women. It is attached with market and competition risk. You need to be
unique. A minimum capital of N250,000 can help you to kick start the business.
ACQUISITION OF LOGO DESIGNER
Notion: The logo designer is a person who has all the expertise and creativity to
design a suitable logo for companies. You need to liaise with corporate affairs
commission and business plan writers to gain Customers. The idea would be
marketable and has room for expansion to other services such as bill boards and
adds. Mainly operation risk, such as quality compromise, customer expectation
gap and time management are attached to the business. With a minimum of
N50,000 to acquire some required equipment (computer) a person who is well
trained can start the business.
ACQUISITION OF NEWSLETTER
Notion: Newsletter could be another source of generating revenue and educating
the society. Newsletter could be in any discipline and it entails having topics and
shading light on them, then distributing it to a particular group of individuals or
companies.
Newsletters could also be distributed freely, with some adverts that will later turn
into business and revenue generation. It is well acceptable and marketable,
because it educates people regularly thereby gaining popularity. Financial risk is
attached, especially if you don't have finances to start sending the newsletters
before it starts generating revenue. Very small capital is required, even though, it
may not start yielding return until after longtime. A minimum of N100,000 is
needed.
ACQUISITION OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING
Notion: Software programming entails the activity of using computer for
language to develop programs that carry out specific function such as finance
and accounting software, for school, hospital, NGOs, Public and private
organizations. Software programming has become much needed in our country
due to increase awareness and computer literacy as well as need for efficiency
and accountability. A software programme has to start with information
gathering. familiarization, professional input, design stage, data migrate, testing
and commissioning. Extremely viable and marketable idea. It bring about tasting
relation with clients. Uncleared issue and lack of commitment may erode clients'
relation. For the startup you need an intellectual property followed by a
minimum capital of at least of N500,000 to enable you pay for rent tools,
registration, licensing and staff cost.
ACQUISITION OF PUBLIC SPEAKING AND PAPER PRESENTATIOA

Notion: The idea entails use of intellectual property by competent public speaker
who can present papers on academic and business issues. Public speaker can
write and present paper or write a paper for executives to present. Companies,
academics, professional association non government organization, MDAs as
well as multinational organization, normally arrange for capacity buildings and
knowledge expansion which requires the presence of talented public speaker.
Highly demanded and social relation and personal reputation is attached to the
idea. The industry is highly competitive and challenging and needs extra care.
No capital is required other than personal development.
ACQUISITION OF COMPUTER AND PRINTER REPAIRS
Notiin: This entails skill, experience and expertise to repair computers and
printers for office activities.
There exists enormous and daily demand for such services. All you need to do is
maintaining time and assuring quality of service delivery. The business venture
is marketable and profitable. There is room of expansion by introducing sales of
spare parts. Lack of keeping to time and promises usually affect these type of
business. Moreover, lack of using diagnosing equipment reduces the level of
business integrity and certainty. The business Idea requires most importantly,
expertise coupled with location, land tools, equipment, spare part stock, etc. A
minimum of N250,000 can help in starting up the business.
ACQUISITION OF PHOTOCOPYING CENTER
Notion: One of the most lucrative micro/small business to venture into now is
photocopying center. The business generates ever increasing customer traffic
every day. Even, though, the business does not have high profit margin but due to
quick and recurring turnover it generates, it become worthwhile in the market
place irrespective of the competition. For you to start the business, you need
photocopying machine(s), computer, generator, and other equipment like
stapling machine, paper etc. The business is an already established idea with
ample customer base and profit margin, all you need is to keep the latest
technology machine at your disposal. Lack of available raw materials and spare
part at our disposal pose a big challenge to the business. To start a competitive
photocopying center you need a minimum capital of N500,000 to N1million to
cater for office rent, working capital and equipment.
ACQUISITION OF BARBING SALOON
Notion: Barbing Saloon is an active micro/small scale business which requires
zeal and attitude towards independence. Barbing Saloon could be started with a
small capital like N200,000 or above. All you need is to learn well how to do the
barbing, so that clients will start patronizing your services within short period.
For you to start the business you need items like clippers, generator set, mirrors,
hair washers, hair shampoo, anti dandruffs and hair conditioners and tools. The
business is an already established idea with ample customer base and good profit

margin. All you need is to tap on it by introducing your unique services. Lack of
available raw materials, barbing skills, dirty and unclean environment, good
customer relations and unsophisticated equipment pose a big challenge to the
business. A minimum capital of N250,000 and above can be employed to kick
start the business at micro level.
ACQUISITION OF BULK SMS SERVICES
Notion: Nowadays people always go for easier ways of reaching their customers,
friends and relative for information regarding to products, marketing, wedding,
occasion or workshops and seminars. Bulk SMS solve your problem at a time.
The Bulk SMS companies must have a business arrangement with
telecommunication service providers so as to reduce their cost and make profit
on services, they render to people. You only need to visit the website of the
company who render Bulk SMS services and register so that you obtain your
login details and pay some money to get credits, so that whenever you intend to
send a message you just do it by logging in and sending the message yourself.
The business could be started with small capital and can rapidly improve with
good demand of the services. Change in technology and hacking can cause
services financial and market injury to the business. The business requires a
capital injection of between 1-3 Million naira to enable you build a strong
website, software, and rent an office, hire qualified staff, acquire and maintain
equipment and machinery.
ACQUISITION OF PRINTING PRESS:
Notion: Printing press is an aged business which provides the production of
books, and other documents. The idea involves the use of machinery and raw
materials like paper, cloth, ink etc.
Printing Press always goes along with technology to maintain Customers
expectation, speed and accuracy of the output. There are a lot of financial
benefits attached to this type of business. Moreover, Printing press provide
employment opportunity and quick return on investment. Lack of available raw
materials and functional machinery due to spare parts can easily pose challenge
to the business. To engage in this business at micro level you need capital of
N3-10 million.
ACQUISITION OF COMPLIANCE CONSULTANT
Notion: Since we acknowledged So many regulatory requirements attached to so
many business activities such as NAFDAC, CAC registrations, Insurances,
pensions licensing, ITF, Association registrations, income taxes, VAT and lots
more. This pose a need to look for an expert who is vast and diverse in many
business activities and compliance requirements to guide you fulfill the
requirement. The idea is very profitable and rewarding. It helps in seeing
business Success. Time and client management should be given much attention
otherwise you lose the client and loyalty. It need no capital start only skills,

expertise and experience is needed to kick start it.
ACQUISITION OF PHONE REPAIRS
Notion: A phone repairs is seen to be a very lucrative business idea for small
scale services. It only requires the skill, expertise and initiative of repairing and
maintaining smart phones. It has ample opportunity and demand. Lost of phone,
data or lack of confidentiality can be erode your Customer base. With minimum
capital of N100,000 to acquire some equipment and tools you can just kick start.

ACQUISITION OF GRANT CONSULTANT
Notion: Grant consultant is a person who by virtue of his professional,
experience and competence as well as social/business network find,
communicate, and help other people to apply for grants, ranging from individual
grants, government grants organizational grants, royal grants non government
grants, foreign grants and financial institutions grants The consultant do his
services and charge service fee.The business has series of benefits ranging from
helping other people, profitability and business network. free entry and exit into
the consulting services can affect it with too many quacks taking advantage of
this revolving door nature of business. It only requires experience skills,
networks and ability to utilize ones intellectual property. Notwithstanding you
need at least a minimum capital of N500,000 to hire office and acquire
equipment.
ACQUISITION OF PHONE AND COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
MANUFACTURING
Notion: The idea entails manufacturing accessories that are in high demand such
as earphones, phone cases, chargers, power banks, computer bags, etc. it requires
technology and machinery that can make the items to the customers requirement
and satisfaction.
The best way to succeed in the business is to pick a niche and dominate e.g.
produces empty CDs or phone screen guards. Since the market of smart phones
and computer is ever increasing on daily basis, therefore, there must be
corresponding increase in demand for accessories. Main risk attached to this
business is competition with foreign products that may be cheaper and may
come with extended technology. A minimum capital of N500,000 can be
employed to kick start the business on a small scale level.

